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 Greenblatt and Denson in 1960’s –

portable transistorized nerve stimulator.

 ‘Gold standard’ of peripheral nerve blocks 
for > half a century

 Ultrasound guided (USG) era about
25 years ago – Ting & Sivagnanaratnam 









 Technique of using the synergistic properties of 
two modalities i.e US and NS (anatomical and 
functional)

 Real time optimal nerve localization and 
injection patterns 

 avoiding perineural structures and maximizing 
success and minimalizing complications.





ESRA and ASRA Recommendations 2009…

Consider a secondary confirmation technique, such as nerve stimulation
Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine

SFAR Recommendations 2011

Additional means are recommended for doing a block: nerve stimulation
and/or hydro-localization and/or hydro-dissection and/or removal of
tissue, with the needle’s movements

German Society of Anaesthesiology Recommendations 2014

The sole use of electrical nerve stimulation or ultrasound for nerve
localization is still a suitable option as well as their combined use



 Orebaugh SL.  Adverse outcomes associated with nerve stimulator-guided and ultrasound-guided 
peripheral nerve blocks by supervised trainees. Update of a single-site database.

 Schoenmakers KPW.  Effect of local anesthetic volume (15 v 40ml) on the duration of ultrasound –
guided single-shot axillary brachial plexus block. A prospective, randomized observer- blinded 
trial.

 Hara K.  Incidence and effects of unintentional intraneural injection of ultrasound-guided 
subgluteal sciatic nerve block.

 Fournier R.  Perineural clonidine does not prolong levobupivacaine 0.5% after sciatic nerve block 
using the Labat approach in foot and ankle surgery. 

 Fredrickson MJ.  Randomized study of the effect of local anesthetic volume and concentration on 
the duration of peripheral nerve blockade.

 Laur JJ.  Triple-blind randomized clinical trial of time until sensory change using 1.5% 
mepivacaine with epinephrine, 0.5% bupivacaine, or an equal mixture of both for infraclavicular
block

 Manassero A.  Ultrasound –guided obturator nerve block. Interfascial injection versus 
neurostimulation-assisted technique







Admir Hadzic, 
Bordeaux ESRA 2012







 Several single centre studies with small
sample sizes (largest was n=188)

 No systematic review or meta-analysis

 Heterogenous population sample, multiple
block types

 Multiple definitions of ‘block success’;
different quantification of success rates,
performance time



 Beach ML. Use of a nerve stimulator does not improve the efficacy of 
ultrasound-guided supraclavicular blocks. Journal of Clinical Anesthesia
2006

 Chan V. Ultrasound Guidance improves success rates of axillary 
brachial plexus block. Can J Anaesth. 2007

 Dingemans E. Neurostimulation in ultrasound guided infraclavicular
block: a prospective randomized trial. Anesth Analg 2007 

 Sites BD. A comparison of sensory and motor loss after a femoral nerve 
block conducted with ultrasound versus ultrasound and nerve 
stimulation. Reg Anesth Pain Med 2009

 Gurkan Y. Is nerve stimulation needed in ultrasound guided lateral 
sagittal infraclavicular block. Acta Anesth Scandinavica 2010



















Author ‘Block Success’ Block Time Needle pass Complication

Beach 2006

(Supraclvicular)

n=94

Overall   89%

With  twitch          89%

Without  twitch    92%

Not significant Not as end point No complications

Vincent 2007

(Axillary)

n=188

US            USNS          PNS

82.2%*    80.7%*      62.9%

Surgical anaesthesia

95%*       92%*         85.5%

US          USNS        PNS

9.3*       12.4*        11.2
Not as end point No major complications

Dingemans 2007

(Infraclavicular)

n=72

‘Block quality’

Complete blocks

US           USNS

86%        57%*

Surgical anaesthesia

92%        72%*

Supplement rate

3.1    v    5.2* Not as end point

Vascular puncture      2 v 1

Paraesthesia>1/52     1 v 0

Shoulder pain <3/7    0 v 1

Sites 2009

(Femoral)

n=107

Complete and partial at 40 mins

US                                   USNS

88.1%(69%+19.1%)     95.7%(71.7%+24%)

90.2%                             89.1%   (motor)

147.8s v 188.2s* 1.1    v    4.2* No complications

Gurkan 2010

(Infraclavicular)

n=110

US            USNS

94.5%      94.5%

157s  v   230s* Not statistically 

significant

Vascular puncture in 2 

(USNS)



 Vincent did not directly compare USG v US-NS . 
Significance testing was done between US 
techniques v NS 

 Only Dingemans used NS as end-point for US-NS 
group

 Gurkan, Vincent, Sites used NS, BUT LOOKED AT 
ADEQUATE DRUG SPREAD as end-point.

 Gurkan study was only powered to detect a 
difference in performance time













Vincent Chan,
WCRAPT, South Africa 2013



 Different ratio of neural: non-neural composition of 
different nerves and also within the same nerve at different 
locations.

Moayeri N. Differences in quantitative architecture of sciatic nerve

may explain differences in potential vulnerability to nerve injury,
onset time and minimum effective anesthetic volume.
Anesthesiology 2009; 111: 1128-1134

 More central location, less non-neural component, 
potentially lower current required as minimum 
stimulation threshold. 



 Difference in extra-neural/intra-neural tissue 
impedance even of same nerve at different 
sites.
 Sauter AR. Current threshold for nerve stimulation depends on electrical

impedance of the tissue: A study of ultrasound guided electrical nerve
stimulation of the median nerve. Anesth Analg 2009; 108: 1338-1143

 Probably similar concept with opening pressure.



 Not all needle-nerve contact results in stimulation 
and  motor response or paraesthesia

 Different approaches/block locations for the same 
nerve may have different stimulating thresholds



 29 volunteers; measure impedance and threshold current of 
median nerve at axilla v elbow at 0.1 and 0.3 msec pulse duration.

 Results;

- Threshold Current lower at elbow v axilla

- threshold lower with 0.3 v 0.1

- Impedance lower in muscle v fat

- Impedance lower in axilla v elbow

- Inverse relationship between  Impedance and Threshold 

Current setting may require adjustment based 
on tissue type and Impedance



 Current understanding <0.2 mA IS intra-neural, BUT 
no response OR other stimulating current up to 1.7 mA 
MAY be intra-neural  - depending on US image 
(operator –observer dependent)



 Our application and clinical use of
nerve stimulation principles based on
ABSOLUTE VALUES may be wrong!!!

 Only reflects nerve-needle distance but
NOT intra-neural



 Literature is poor

 Current evidence - Conventional NS adds no value 

 No evidence on the use of SENS with USG

 NS with USG in deep/difficult blocks or where 
images of nerves or needles are degraded
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 Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine

 Anesthesia Analgesia

 Pediatric Anesthesia

 Journal of Clinical Anesthesia

 Canadian Journal of Anesthesiology

 Acta Anaesthesiologica Scandinavica

 Minerva Anesthesiologica

 Das Anesthesis

 Lecture- Admir Hadzic ESRA Bordeaux 2012

 Lecture- Vincent Chan WCRAPT South Africa 2013

 Lecture- Luc Mercadal ESRA Seville 2014


